Protein domains sometime combine to form multidomain proteins and are acquired or lost in lineages of organisms. These processes are ubiquitous in modern metabolism. To sort out evolutionary patterns of domain recruitment, we developed an algorithm that derives the most plausible ancestry of an enzyme from structural and evolutionary annotations in the MANET database. We applied this algorithm to the analysis of 1,163 enzymes with structural assignments. We then counted the number of enzymes along a time series and analyzed enzyme distribution in organisms belonging to superkingdoms Archaea, Bacteria, and Eukarya. The generated timelines described the evolution of modern metabolic networks and showed an early build-up of metabolic activities associated with metabolism of nucleotides, cofactors, and vitamins, followed by enzymes involved in carbohydrate and amino acid metabolism. More importantly, we find that existing domain structures were pervasively co-opted to perform more modern enzymatic tasks, either singly or in combination with other domains. This occurred differentially in lineages of the superkingdoms as the world diversified and organisms adapted to various environments. Our results highlight the important role of recruitment and domain organization in metabolic evolution.
Introduction
Recruitment represents a widespread phenomenon in biology that occurs when a component, ensemble, repertoire, or a more complex system adapts (coopts) an existing feature for a new purpose and within a different context, such as enzyme cooption [16] or exaptation of complex traits [14] . In the molecular world, proteins that perform a particular function in one biological context can be brought to perform a related or different function in a different context. One fundamental question in biology is how protein molecules are recruited in biological networks when patterns and processes of recruitment unfold in evolution. Here we explore recruitment in the networks of cellular metabolism.
Metabolism can be defined as a complex collection of enzymatic reaction and transport processes that are driven by enzymes, proteins responsible for chemical catalysis in cellular systems [7] . These reactions transform and transport small organic molecules (metabolites) and in doing so establish a complex network of products and intermediates of the enzymatic reactions. A core ensemble of reactions of the metabolic network is common to cellular life, supporting the existence of strong evolutionary and thermodynamic constraint in network structure [3, 24, 25, 30] . This core is composed of protein catalysts that harbor only few threedimensional (3D) fold structures [5, 7] .
defined at species level in KEGG) were retained. Since enzymes harbored a wide range of domain structures and organization, we developed an algorithm that calculates the age of an enzyme that is present in an organism. For a given enzyme, the algorithm examines alternative structural assignments, identifies FSFs that have the highest organismal occurrence in the superkingdom, and assigns the age of the F structure that corresponds to the FSF of the enzyme. In the case that the most frequent assignment is a domain combination, the algorithm chooses the age of the youngest F structure. In the case of equal assignment frequencies, the age of the enzyme is that of the most ancient F. The algorithm also provides information about the number of organisms that was analyzed, structural assignments for each enzyme and their frequency in organisms, and the range of ancestries derived from these assignments. Its pseudocode and its rationale are described in Figure 1 . The algorithmic implementation assumes that: (i) protein evolution unfolds through duplication, amplification, mutational change, and recombination of genes [32] , though gene amplification and de novo generation of genes have been recently shown to be common phenomena [10] ; and (ii) domain accretion occurs fundamentally by fusions of old or new domains to already functional structural units. The algorithm does not consider the role of fission processes by which enzymatic units are built from structures that were split from other proteins. While this may appear problematic, a careful mechanistic study of domain fusion and fission in proteins of hundreds of proteomes showed fissions occurred relatively late in protein evolution [32] . Since we show that the most significant recruitment event occur early in evolution, the role of fission processes in domain organization should be considered negligible in the early stages of metabolic evolution and should not affect the main conclusions of this study. The algorithm assumes that the most important mechanisms of protein evolution involve duplication, amplification, mutational change, and recombination of genes and that these processes result in gradual buildup of new structures in protein architectures. Consequently, a domain combination in an enzyme that harbors multiple F structures probably arose by either an older structure recruiting a younger structure or vice versa. In both cases, the recruitment had to occur once the younger F structure appeared in evolution and the ancestry of the combination must be the ancestry of the youngest F. Using the algorithm we constructed a table that describes each individual enzyme, number of species analyzed, assignment of structures to enzymes in all organisms, a range of ancestry values derived from these assignments, and the most plausible enzymatic ancestry (http://manet.illinois.edu/download.php).
Graph representations of metabolic recruitment in metabolic network evolution
Graph representations helped unfold global pathways of enzymatic recruitment in metabolism by representing mesonetworks as vertices and shared enzymes as edges at 7 evolutionary time points. En each case, an adjacency matrix was constructed in which elements signal the existence of edges between vertices. The matrix was used as input for PAJEK (http://vlado.fmf.uni-lj.si/pub/networks/pajek/), a software application for large network analysis [2] . This allowed display of connectivity relationships among mesonetworks.
Results and Discussion

Algorithmic analysis of evolution of domain structure and organization
The patchy distribution of ancestries in enzymes of the metabolic networks of MANET [19] provides strong phylogenomic support to widespread enzymatic recruitment [31] in evolution of modern metabolism. Under a recruitment scenario and as enzymatic functions unfold [11] , new and old domain structures fulfill biological functions either singly or in combination with other domains. It is likely that this process manifests in different lineages and at different levels as life diversifies and organisms adapt to various environments. In order to test this premise we explored collective recruitment patterns in organisms belonging to the three superkingdoms as first approximation to finding evolutionary patterns linked to metabolic networks of individual species. In MANET, SCOP and KEGG database entries are mapped onto each other using knowledge from crystallographic structural models of the Protein Data Bank (PDB entries) and structural predictions [19] . However, this mapping does not dissect how structural annotations vary among species. We therefore selected amino acid sequences of enzymes from the gene catalog file of KEGG and predicted FSF structures from these sequences with HMMs of structural recognition [13] , keeping track of lineages and superkingdom distribution. We incorporated these results into the MANET database, building for each metabolic subnetwork pull-down menus that access structural annotations in individual organisms ( Figure 2 Figure 2 ). The enzyme was absent in Archaea.
(iv) Enzyme makeup can be remarkably diverse and in some cases still provide a backbone of one or more domains present consistently in many organisms. For example, the complex DNA polymerase enzyme (EC 2.7.7.7) shares the DNA/RNA polymerase motif (e.8.1) and the ribonuclease H-like motif (c.55.3) in 217 species of Bacteria and Eukarya ( Figure 2 ). However, the e.8.1|c.55.3 combination is present in 38.8%, 1.6% and 30.6% of archaeal, bacterial and eukaryotic species, respectively. However, these domains appear combined with many others in Bacteria in different arrangements.
In order to explore recruitment patterns in metabolic evolution, we developed a simple algorithm that derives the most plausible ancestry of an enzyme at FSF level of abstraction from domain structures that are most frequently found in organisms. We applied the algorithm to the analysis of the newly developed dataset. The analysis returned domain composition of enzymes, number of organisms associated with them, range of ancestries of domains, and the most plausible ancestry for each enzyme. This information can be retrieved with pull down menus in MANET. Essentially, the algorithm provides a 'corrected' upper-bound estimate of how old is an enzyme given domain structures and organization in each superkingdom. The age of enzymes reveal that the interplay between architectural discovery, recruitment, and replacement accounts for most patterns of metabolic evolution.
Timeline of enzyme evolution
The appearance of enzymes along a timeline that spans ~3.8 billion years of evolution ( Figure 3) shows that enzyme accumulation was rapid at first (nd = 0-0.22 accounts for 50% entries) but then decreased considerably, especially after nd = 0.6 ( Figure 3A ). This pattern matches the reported rapid accumulation of enzymatic activities that occurred very early in metabolic evolution, which was followed by a slowdown in structural and functional innovation defined using EC and SCOP definitions [5, 7] . There were however notable bursts of enzymatic innovation, especially early in protein evolution. The intensity of these bursts decreased with time. Dissection of enzyme accumulation in the 6 major enzymatic classes (first level of EC classification) show that enzymes in these groups appeared almost concurrently in evolution but accumulated at different pace ( Figure 3B ). The plot reveals the very early appearance of transferases (EC 2) and ligases (EC 6) (nd = 0.02) and a first major peak of enzyme discovery (nd = 0.02) mostly associated with oxidoreductases (EC 1), lyases (EC 4), and isomerases (EC 5). This was followed by smaller bursts of oxidoreductases and transferases (nd = 0.9) and then transferases, ligases, and hydrolases (EC 3)(nd = 0.12), and later, by an additional and substantial burst of mostly hydrolases and ligases (nd = 0.21). As enzyme innovation decreased in time, there were later minor bursts involving mostly oxidoreductases, hydrolases and isomerases (nd = 0.58).
The early accumulation of enzymes in the timeline is consistent with the observation that most enzymatic activities appeared very early in time and were associated with the nine most ancient and widely distributed F domain structures [7] . In fact, the very early and massive appearance of transferases and ligases ( Figure 3B ) is congruent with bursts of enzymatic diversification of transferases transferring phosphorus-containing groups and ligases forming C-N bonds harboring the P-loop containing nucleoside triphosphate hydrolase F (c.37), the most ancient structure of the protein world [4, 7] . Interestingly, many of the transferases with P-loop hydrolase folds were involved in interconversion, chemical energy storage and recycling, and terminal production of nucleotides and cofactors associated with purine and pyrimidine metabolism, which are point of origin of modern metabolism. The timelines also show that the diversity of enzymatic activities defined at different levels of EC classification decreased in time. For example, while the 243 level 2 (subclass) activities decreased monotonically with ancestry, only 53 of these were unique and most of these (77.4%) appeared at the beginning of the timeline (nd = 0-0.1) ( Figure 3B , inset). This initial remarkable diversity can be explained by catalytic promiscuity of the primordial enzymes.
Since substrate ambiguity in modern enzymes enhances the diversification potential of enzymes and chemistries [18] , promiscuity most likely benefitted cooption of primitive enzymes into varying roles [26] . Indeed, most level 2 (subclass) activities (78%) were mostly drawn from the initial burst of enzymatic innovation and were used and reused throughout the timeline, suggesting old activities are pervasively recruited into younger proteins. Our findings are also compatible with computer simulations that show metabolic networks with highly specialized enzymes evolve from a few multifunctional enzymes [27] . Remarkably, the simulations show group transfer reactions were fundamental for the emergence of hubs in metabolic networks. 
Build-up and sharing of enzymatic activities in metabolic evolution
Timelines describing the evolution of metabolic networks, suitably binned in nd intervals that highlight the initial burst of enzymatic diversity ( Figure 3 ), showed an early build-up of metabolic activities of metabolism of nucleotides, cofactors, and vitamins, followed by enzymes involved in carbohydrate and amino acid metabolism ( Figure 4) . A graph approach helped visualize enzymatic build up and global pathways of enzymatic recruitment in the 11 mesonetworks of KEGG ( Figure 5 ). Mesonetworks group subnetworks with pathways that are functionally related. These distinct units of metabolic function include metabolisms of carbohydrates (CAR), energy (NRG), lipids (LIP), nucleotides (NUC), amino acids (AAC), other amino acids (AA2), cofactors and vitamins (COF), glycans (GLY), and secondary metabolites (SEC), the biosynthesis of polyketides and nonribosomal peptides (POL), and the biodegradation of xenobiotics (XEN). In the graphs, mesonetworks are represented as vertices (nodes) and enzymes shared between them as edges, with sizes of nodes and edges proportional to number and sharing of enzymes, respectively. Changes in node size show the same patterns of enzymatic expansion described in previous figures but atomized into metabolic mesonetworks. For example, if EC 1.1.1.1 belongs to CAR, LIP, and AAC, edges are placed connecting nodes representing these three mesonetworks. We found that 249 out of the 1,163 enzymes that had structural assignments were shared between the mesonetworks of MANET. However, clear historical patterns of recruitment were only evident when enzyme sharing was displayed along the time series. Recruitment (graph connectivity) was proportional to enzyme appearance during the first half of enzyme history (data not shown).
Initial connectivity was restricted to NUC, NRG and COF, which were also the most populated mesonetworks ( Figure 5 , nd = 0). They donated enzymes to AAC, AA2, LIP, XEN and CAR. This supports the early origin of NUC and COF recruitment gateways inferred previously using a domain-centric phylogenomic approach [5, 7] . CAR, AAC, LIP and COF became initial hubs very quickly in evolution, with CAR dominating connectivity at nd = 0.02. While the primacy of CAR continues throughout the timeline, AAC became the primary hub at nd = 0.09 and remained so until the present, both in number and sharing of enzymes. During this time we note: (i) the marked connectivity between AAC and SEC, which coincides with the development of the non-ribosomal protein biosynthesis and translation machineries that makes use of metabolites of these mesonetworks [8] , and (ii) important recruitment patterns involving NUC responsible for fully functional nucleotide biosynthesis pathways, which coincide with the rise of the ribosomal machinery [9] . Most patterns of enzyme sharing were established at nd = 0.58, and these patterns did not change much in the second half of enzyme history, matching the metabolic slow down in structural and functional innovation described earlier ( Figure 3) . Today, patterns of sharing are clearly dominated by subnetworks in AAC, CAR, LIP and NRG ( Figure 5 ). These patterns are made evident in a graph that shows enzyme recruitments patterns between subnetworks, which show the tight connection of AAC, CAR and NRG that unfolds in the timeline already at nd = 0.02 (see Figure 3 in ref. [7] ).
The progressions of enzyme innovation and sharing are consistent with the conclusions of a study of similarities of F distribution in subnetworks that describes subnetworks as vectors in a space of F abundance [7] . Results also match the proposal that an initial energy amphiphile shell of prebiotic pathways preceded the rise of amino acid pathways [22] . Thus, enzyme growth in metabolic networks appears a palimpsest of archaic prebiotic metabolic cycles that were slowly replaced by modern biochemistries. This scenario is compatible with a recent evolutionary study of purine metabolic pathways that shows that the nucleotide interconversion pathway benefited most parsimoniously from the prebiotic formation of adenine nucleotides and that pathways of nucleotide biosynthesis, catabolism and salvage developed much later through concerted enzymatic recruitments [9] . 
Sharing of enzymes among superkingdoms
Enzymes and their domains are not equally distributed in the proteomes of Archaea (A), Bacteria (B) and Eukarya (E). Enzymes exist that are uniquely present (groups A, B or E) or are shared by two (BE, AB, or AE) or all superkingdoms (ABE). These patterns are also observed in domains (e.g. [21, 32] ) and molecular functions derived from (GO) annotations [20] (A. Nasir, K.M. Kim and G. Caetano-Anollés, ms. submitted) and their biases illustrate the evolutionary history of superkingdoms. Venn diagrams describe the distribution of the enzymes and domains of this study in these taxonomic groups ( Figure 6 ). Superkingdoms share most enzymes (61%) and Fs (91%), suggesting the existence of an ancient enzymatic core made of universal domain structures. A recent study has made this suggestion explicit for enzymes shared by organisms, pathways and structures [33] . The ancient core is also supported by the ancestrality of most enzymes in this study. The ABE group is the most populated with 393 enzymes and 506 F structures. The BE group is the second largest with 208 enzymes and 176 Fs. The Bacteria-specific (B) and Eukarya-specific (E) groups are the third largest in terms of enzymes (256) and Fs (52), respectively, showcasing domain combination in bacterial enzymes and domain innovation in Eukarya. Similar evolutionary patterns have been observed in global phylogenomic studies of FSF and FF domains and their corresponding molecular functions [6, 20, 21, 32] .
Since domain make up in enzymatic taxonomic groups is specific to each organism, and collectively, specific to each superkingdom, we plotted the age of enzymes of each superkingdom for individual taxonomic groups ( Figure 6 ). Cumulative and scatter plots of ancestries consistently reveal that archaeal enzymes are older than those of Bacteria, and Eukarya, in that order. This pattern is consistent with the evolutionary origin of superkingdoms and the very early appearance of archaeal microbes made explicit by the evolutionary analysis of FF domain structures [21] . Reference (black) curves in cumulative plots also show that enzyme age is on average substantially older than the age of F structures of corresponding taxonomic groups ( Figure 6 ). In itself, this observation strongly supports the pervasive cooption of ancient domains in new enzymes.
Scatter plots show that domain organization in superkingdoms did not affect the age of most enzymes ( Figure 6 ). They fell in straight lines with nd values equal for individual superkingdoms. However, many others scattered throughout ancestry space, demonstrating idiosyncratic recruitment histories. Enzymes accumulated continuously until an ancestry of nd = 0.6-0.7 was reached. After this point, enzymatic innovation and recruitments decreased considerably. It is clear that most of the catalytic toolkit was developed in the first half of enzymatic history. The only exception is the Eukarya-specific enzymes (E), which accumulate throughout evolution. This is probably due to larger genomes and the evolutionary development of a larger set of Eukarya-specific F architectures, which continue to unfold novel enzymatic diversity and new schemes of domain organization until the present (nd = 1) [32] .
Conclusions
The atomic structure of domains and the organization of domains in proteins carry significant historical information that we here mine in enzymes of metabolic networks. We note that the conservation of domain structure and sequence is not necessarily correlated. This is because sequences saturate quickly by accumulation of mutations and this process erases ancient historical information [6] . With the exception of selected sequence motifs that are constrained by structure and function, mutational saturation is pervasive and generates problems when reconstructing phylogenetic relationships of gene sequences that are historically deep. In contrast, conservation of molecular structure involves higher order features of structure and function that carry durable historical signatures [6] . These features include fold topologies (such as those defined in SCOP [1, 23] ) or their associated molecular functions (such as those defined by the GO hierarchy [20] ). In particular, the structural cores of proteins are generally orders of magnitude more conserved than corresponding sequences and act as 'living fossils' for phylogenomic reconstruction.
Here we developed an algorithm that derives the most plausible ancestry of an enzyme from history in the structure and organization of protein domains. The algorithm places enzymes in an evolutionary timeline and is implemented in the MANET database [19] . Timelines of enzyme appearance revealed the evolutionary build-up of metabolic networks. This build-up was massive very early in protein history and supported a proposed metabolic 'big bang' responsible for major gateways of enzymatic recruitment [5, 7] . Remarkably, we find that structural and functional innovation slowed down in evolution in a process driven by the pervasive cooption of domain structures that were recruited to perform more modern enzymatic tasks. This process occurred differentially in lineages of the superkingdoms of life. This global tendency of cooption of domains from core metabolic pathways is probably responsible for the structural and historical patchy distribution of enzymes in metabolic networks [7, 19, 31] that is also observed in the most ancient metabolic pathways [9] .
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